
Tri-Town Recreation Board Meeting September 7, 2023

Meeting started 4:04pm

Agenda

Last meeting follow-up

Soccer uniforms - Katie - no update on UPS - not delivered yet - ord Aug 14th - Shipped on the
28th - Coaches will use pinnies for the time being.
Equipment size 4 balls - gave smaller ones to Kindergarten
Katie will email about painting the field at the school

Top Notch Triathlon - Katie - Matthew will get us a file when able.

Summer camp recap - Gillian - Had 70 roughly participants - bikes being able to be used - two
adventures - needs planning and vehicles - Notch View vehicle worked out great. - Thinking
ahead for next summer - a hitch could be helpful for canoes and bike transportation - New field
trip to Loon adventure day, rock climbing, zip lining and a gondola. Very well organized, and well
received. If weather continues to be detrimental for outdoor activities, having more options for
indoor activities would be helpful. Gillian will be stepping away from running the program and
plans should be thought about next year.

Katie - CIP meeting - Monday September 11th at 3:30pm
Discussed bus funds

Halloween Cup: Saturday October 21st
Katie - has some volunteers, but still looking for referees
Fee: 100$ per team
Discussed food trucks and expected fee. Flat fee $300 per food truck suggested by Adam.
Will need to find a scorekeeper
Rules from last year will be kept as is.
Halloween shirts and sweatshirts will be available again this year.
Will check about possible use of Venmo for sales at events using an official account
Town has given approval for use of the Dow
Sponsors - Banners in storage
Team Snap can be used for donations and invoice creation
Estimated 14 teams grades 3 and 4 - and 11 teams for grades 5 and 6 as of meeting.
Teams capped at 20

Wobble Gobble:
Meeting on October 2 with Adaptive Sports



Miscellaneous:
One goal has arrived - will get them assembled asap.
Field hockey goals - two in need of disposal
Will look into town crew for assistance with assembly and removal of old goals.
No scoreboards - do we want to get one?
Discussed field use
Parking at church, garnet hill
Shuttle bus donation for the day? Notchview
Ask to have a code pad added to the storage door to allow access during events and can be
changed afterwards.

Adam motioned to adjourn
Seconded by board.

Meeting Adjourned at 5:05pm


